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National Advertising Art Contest for University Students is a highly influential
and standard contest with a glittering array of university students participating in, and
covering various colleges and universities. While the contest scale is increasingly
expanded, the number of students in Guangxi is sky rocketing. Graphic work is the
main type and in recent two contests, there are about 10 thousand works. Therefore, it
requires much time and effort to evaluate such a tremendous work. So, in order to
improve the evaluation efficiency as well as accuracy of Data statistics, and change
the original printing copy to electronic documents, we design and produce a system
which is able to evaluate the electronic works, cannot only satisfy the modern
requirement of high efficiency and low-carbon green but also further improve the
evaluation efficiency.
This content discussed in this project is how to construct an evaluation system
for graphic works. This system adopts B/S framework to construct the system and JSP
program language to construct core modules. Core modules include: topic selection,
vote real time situation, work listing edition, work ranking, user management, and
voting as well as voted condition. Based on this evaluation system, users carry out
sorting and file for the collected electronic graphic works. What’s more, we also
invoke statistics based on categories, count scores and export evaluation results.
This paper firstly elaborates the research background and meaning of the
evaluation system for graphic works and tries the utmost to design an overall structure
which can satisfy the contest judges based on the evaluation condition and combining
the real needs of current contests. Afterwards, this paper determines the overall
structure and the software development platform so as to carry out detailed design for
various functional modules. Therefore, this paper takes Tomcat7.0 as the server
application programmer and Java JDK API 1.6 as the development language. In
addition, the system database takes MySQL as the data storage structure.
The realization and implementation of graphic work evaluation system reduces
the work burden, effectively reduces the error rate of artificial statistics, and improves
the convenience of evaluation and statistics summary.
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